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ABSTRACT

The future of many modern technologies includes machine learning and deep learning methodologies. 
One of the prominent applications of these technologies is the recommender system. Due to the 
rapid growth of the songs in digital formats, the searching and managing of songs has become a 
great problem. In this study, the authors developed a recommender system using popularity and 
rhythm content of the song. The studies compared various techniques to improve the robustness and 
minimal error of the system. The authors will mostly focus on content-based, popularity-based, and 
collaborative-based filtering algorithms and also try to combine them using a hybrid approach. The 
authors utilized MAE for comparing the several procedures implemented here for the recommendation. 
Out of all procedures used, SVD performed well with MAE of 1.60 while KNN didn’t perform that 
well as the authors had fewer features of song with mean absolute error of 2.212. User-relied and 
item-relied prototypes performed the best with MAE of 0.931 and 0.629.
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INTRoDUCTIoN

Every day peoples have to deal with many decisions like which type of cloth to buy to wear, which 
things to collect and what type of song to play to listen? Therefore we exponentially depend on 
recommender process to build options. As enormous amounts of information are present in internet 
sources, one person has billions of choices to pick out from. This is an extensive provocation to 
give suggestion to persons from the huge information accessible from the internet. Amazon, eBay 
furnish recommendations relied on personalization to customers relied on their flavour and the past. 
In addition, different houses such as Spotify (Ciocca, 2017), Pandora makes use of ML procedures 
to come up with relevant recommendations.
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Most of the people in the world considered the listening of music as a very likable aspect of their 
living style and they engaged in listen to song frequently as an activity. Listing the song is more often 
as compared to any other activities such as reading story books, watching cinema and watching TV. 
From customer to customer the likability of the songs are also different, thus the several approaches 
that are designed previously cannot able to reach the customer’s requirements. The emotion relied 
prototype was built to solve this problem which is relied on mood of the customer as well as the context 
relied prototype was built which is relied on contextual data such as playlist, review of the songs, 
and the comments given by the customers which does not fully fulfill the customer’s requirements. 
The development of hybrid recommendation system for songs are also it its beginning stage. Now 
a day, the most difficult part is to manage and organize the trillions of song’s title produced by 
the musicians or the producers. Genre classification, identification of artist and recognition of the 
instruments problems can be solved by using the MIR technique. The MIREX, one of the annual 
evaluation events is conducted to provide the developments of MIR procedures. Based on the hearing 
behavior and previous ratings given by people, it has been found that the CF procedures perform well.

The feature of song is universal as well as subjective. The songs not only deliver emotion but 
also it can change the people’s mood. The choices of songs are different from customer to customer, 
thus the procedure described above cannot meet the customer’s requirements every time.

Here, the authors will focus on implementing a recommendation process relied on personalization 
by utilizing user’s past. The authors have attempted out different procedures to create effectual 
recommendation procedure. Here first the authors’ implemented prototype relied on popularity which 
is extremely easy and not personalized but followed up by CF and content relied filtering which 
give recommendations based on personalization relied on past which are most common ones. The 
authors will also implement a combined procedure in which the authors integrate both CF and content 
procedures to obtain correct accuracy and for getting the better of disadvantages of two categories.

LITeRATURe SURVey

Constituents of Song Recommendation Prototype
The song recommendation or suggestion prototype normally consists of 3 parts – customers modeling, 
songs profiling and customer – song matching procedure or query type. Customer modeling deals 
with the creation of several customers’ profile and creation of listening behavior of customer. The 
main aim of this step is by using the basic data and behavior of the customer, it differentiate the song 
tastes. The customer profiling can be divided into 3 categories; one is based on gender, age, married 
or unmarried (i.e. demographic feature), another is based on living city, country or location (i.e. 
geographic feature) and the last one is based on mood, lifestyle, likeliness etc. (i.e. psychographic 
feature). Depending on the level of song expertise, their song’s expectation, the creation of listening 
behavior of customer can be achieved (Ciocca, 2017).

The song profiling describes the several types of metadata, which can be utilized in several 
recommendation procedures. It describes the several data used in MIR. The songs metadata can be 
categorized into 3 types: metadata acquired by a single expert or several experts (editorial data), 
metadata acquired from the internet (Cultural data) and the metadata acquired by the audio signal 
analysis (i.e. acoustic data). Editorial data are utilized in retrieval of information and the cultural data 
are utilized in context relied retrieval of information (Million song dataset triplet file, n.d.). Moreover, 
the acoustic data are utilized for discovering the context relied data retrieval.

The customer – song procedure deals with the several queries used in recommendation procedure 
and matching procedure. Assuming that the customer has knowledge on the data about the song, the 
fastest way to find the song is via editorial data based on key such as song’s title, singer’s name and 
the lyrics. The Figure 1 shows the components of the song recommendation prototype.
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The song recommendation procedure still needs lots of customers’ effort. In recommendation 
procedure, the more relevant way is to utilize past listening behavior or seed song as the query to 
find the customer’s song preferences.

Model Based on Popularity
Popularity relied prototype is the very easy and intuitive prototype. In this prototype the authors 
recommend the customer the N top most music – the most likable music. Demands of music 
are calculated based on count of listen. This prototype has different obstacles as it is very naive 
one. The min demerit of this is it doesn’t give personalization that is everyone is suggested with 
similar most likable music as well as several unlikable music are never recommended in this 
prototype (Ciocca, 2017).

Content Relied Filtering
Content relied techniques aims on the account of the customers in order to obtain recommendation 
to the customer. Accounts of the customers have all the data regarding Customer’s likeness and 
the content relied technique utilizes this feature for suggestion of a particular item (Ciocca, 2017). 
Customer’s past plays a vital role in the designed prototype. Here the authors attempt to get music 
same as to others in which customer has rated confidently in their past. All music in customer’s past 
can be presented with a feature vector. This feature vector helps us in finding similar songs. Using 
cosine similarity the similarity between any two music can be found, which a very common procedure 
is. In cosine similarity as the name suggests the authors attempt to get angle among2 characteristics 
vectors presenting the 2 music that is obtained by the dot product of 2 vectors divided by the norm 
of the 2 vectors. If the angle is lesser, closer the characteristics vectors are in that dimension and thus 
more same as the 2 music are (Asanov, 2011).

Table 1 shows an example which is list of movies seen by a user and ratings given by the user 
to each movie. Table 2 shows the feature vector of each movie; here the features are the genre of the 
movies. Based on these feature vectors we can predict which movies the user likes to watch.

Here every movie is represented by feature vector of 3 dimensions. The similarity among any 
of the two music represented by feature vectors w

c
 and w

s
 is given in equation 1 as:

Figure 1. Constituents of song recommendation prototype

Table 1. Movie list

Movie Name Green lantern Source code American pie Hangover

Ratings 7 8 7 9
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Collaborative Relied Filtering
Filtering relied on collaborative techniques is most researched and frequently utilized procedure 
in recommendation techniques (Renick & Varian, 1997). This procedure is totally relied on the 
past characteristics but not relied upon the context. This assemble it one of the most often utilized 
procedure as this is not dependent on any supplementary data, which doesn’t need any information or 
characteristics for the music for suggestion and therefore it permits us to recommend music without 
knowing actually, what is the type or category of the songs? Who sings the song and who compose 
the song, etc.? This utilizes only the ratings given by the customer for calculating recommendation for 
customer. Unlike the popularity based algorithm which focuses on popularity of a song collaborative 
filtering takes into account user’s taste. Item relied collaborative method and user relied collaborative 
method is the two basic types of recommendation. Here, the authors try to find similar customers 
and items based on the rating provided by the customer.

User Relied CF
An important intuition behind this method is same customer listen to same music. In this procedure 
it is assumed that the customer having same past or having same rating figured have similar flavour 
and therefore it can suggest music from past of customers having same flavour to the present customer 
to whom it have to suggest the songs (Sun & Luo, 2010). Consider Table 3 which consists of ratings 
provided by 3 customers. It can be seen that all the customers have similar taste as they have rated 
the movies similarly. User A hasn’t rated the movie Troy that means probably he hasn’t watched 
that movie yet but the other two users have rated that movie positively. Now as all these users have 
similar taste and given that user B and C have rated the movie Troy positively we can say that user 
A will also like that movie and will rate it positively and so recommending him that movie would 
be a good choice.

Similarity among the customers can be measured by utilizing several procedures such as the 
similarity calculated by cosine formula or by calculating the correlation using the Pearson rule. The 
authors will be using Pearson correlation for computing similarity among the customers. Pearson 

Table 2. Feature vector

Movie Name Comedy Violence Horror

American Pie 9 4 2

Scary Movie 7 7 5

Saw 4 10 9

Table 3. Ratings provided by users

Movies/Users Titanic Gladiator Black Swan The Fighter TRON 
Legacy

A 8 7 9 10 -

B 9 7 9 9 10

C 9 8 9 8 9
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correlation is similar to cosine similarity with a little variation. The authors use mean normalization of 
ratings in R before applying cosine similarity. For example: One user can give a 3 for a song he likes 
while another user can give a 3 to the same song which he finds of medium quality. To overcome this 
problem the authors will subtract the mean rating of that user from every rating provided by the user 
before taking cosine similarity (Garg & Fangyan, 2014; Sarwar et al., 2001). Therefore, similarity 
among the customer using Pearson correlation is represented by equation 2:

s u v
r r r r

r r

i I u i u v i v

i I u i u i I

u Iv

u Iv u Iv

,
, ,

,

( ) =
−( ) −( )
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The below equation 3 is utilized to obtain the rating. Here u is the user whom we are recommending 
songs and u’ is all other users in U:
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Item Relied CF
The main aim in back of this procedure is items that are rated closely by the likewise customers. 
In item-relied prototype, it is take for granted that music which are listened together by particular 
customer tend to be similar and are more likely to be listened together in later also by some several 
customer. It is same as the customer relied other than in this case The authors perceive same songs 
by utilizing the rating matrix’s column values for finding cosine similarity (Ekstrand et al., 2011; 
Herlocker et al., 2004; Niu et al., n.d.). User relied methods fails or doesn’t achieve that much better 
when no.s of customers increase as if numbers of customers are much more than no. of music. To 
overcome this problem the authors use item relied collaborative method (Garanayak et al., 2019). 
The ratings in item relied method is performed by using the following equation 4 as:

P
s i j r

s i j
u i

j S u j
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∈

∑
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Table 4 shows the user relied and item relied procedures.

Cold Start Problem
Though CF procedures are very efficient but they have issues. Here a new customer the authors 
don’t have any or very less amount of data regarding his/her past and thus it would not get better 
recommendation or would not be capable of getting recommendation (Garanayak et al., 2020; Ricci et 
al., 2011; Zhou et al., 2015). This difficulty is termed as cold start issue. But as long as the customer 
listens some of the music, past will be created and then the collaborative filtering procedure can be 
used for that user (Vozalis & Margaritis, 2005).

k-Nearest Neighbor Model
In this model, the authors make use of the metadata and form the feature vector for each song. 
These features include the artist, album, genre of the songs. These songs are represented in some N 
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dimension vector space and then the authors try to find k most songs which are closest to the songs 
from the history list of the given user in this N dimension vector space. K is a hyper parameter and 
so you need to find which value suits for your data the best. Different distance metric like Euclidean 
distance, Hamming distance, Manhattan distance and so on out of which Euclidean distance is most 
commonly used (Doke & Joshi, 2020; Garg & Fangyan, 2014; Kumar & Goyal, n.d.). Instead of 
using the feature vectors the authors can also use the rating matrix for KNN that is, it can be used 
in user relied and item relied collaborative techniques. Using KNN reduces the time complexity of 
these algorithms as the authors use only K similar users or items for calculating the ratings of unrated 
songs. So formula for calculating prediction is given by equation 5:

P r
s u u r r

s u u
u i u

u u u i u

u u
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In this case N is the set of K likely customers. Same changes can be utilized for Item relied CF.

SVD (Singular Value Decomposition)
The authors work with feature vectors of songs or rows of rating matrix for recommending songs. 
Singular Value Decomposition is one of the algorithms used for reducing dimension and are extensively 
used for recommendation systems. Singular Value Decomposition is a linear algebra method which 
not only reduces the dimension but in addition does an extra interesting thing. It also obtains latent 
characteristics of the music. Some of the characteristics such as genre are problematic to obtain which 
affect the listening past of customers. (Ekstrand et al., 2011; Ricci et al., 2011; Vozalis & Margaritis, 
2005; Zhou et al., 2015). The mathematical representation is given by equation 6:

R U TT= Σ  (6)

The R, matrix of the sparse rating can be categorized into 3 types of matrices such as U, T & Σ. 
Here, the R is m x n matrix consisting m users and n songs. U is m x m matrix consisting of users and 
T is n x n matrix consisting of songs. U and T are orthogonal Matrices. Σ is a M x n diagonal matrix 
consisting of squares of unique values with only r nonzero entries such that si> 0 and s13 s23 . . . 3 
sr where r is the rank of R matrix as shown in Figure 2 (Ren & Gong, 2009; Vozalis & Margaritis, 
2006; Vozalis & Margaritis, 2007).

Table 4. User and item relied procedure

User relied collaborative procedure(Estimates the 
similarity of nearest user

Item relied collaborative procedure(Estimates the 
similarity of nearest item

U1 I1 I2 I3 I4 I5 U1 I1 I2 I3
I4 (Active 

item) I5

U2
(Active User) 4 - 3 4 3 U2 4 - 3 4 3

U3 5 4 - 3 4 U3 5 4 - 3 4

U4 3 5 2 4 - U4 3 5 2 - -

U5 4 5 - 3 - U5 4 5 - 3 -

U6 2 - 5 2 4 U6 2 - 5 2 4
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The matrix R which is reconstructed is the closest approximation of the original R matrix. In 
this case k is no. of latent c and the rows of user matrix Umxk matrix represents users interest in those 
k features while each row of song matrix Tnxk matrix represent the relevance of each features on that 
particular song (Guan et al., 2017). Hence recommendation of any music can be measured by assuming 
the normalization mean (Brand, 2003). Recommendation using SVD is represented as in equation 7:

P r U S i S V j
i j i k k

T
k k

T
,
= + ( )( ) ⋅ ⋅ ( )( )  (7)

where, Pi, j is for the forecasting of ith user and jth product rī is the average of the rows. Since k is a 
constant but computing SVD is time expensive that is decomposing the rating matrix into the other 
3 matrices takes too long and so can be done offline.

Chen and Chen (2005) designed recommendation system of music, which gives a personalized 
service of recommendation of music. They first analyzed the polyphonic music objects of MIDI 
format for getting the data for grouping the music by taking the six features of music. The customer 
access histories are analyzed to get the profiles of customer interests and behaviors for customer 
grouping. Content-relied, collaborative, and statistics-relied recommendation are implemented based 
on the favorite degrees of the customers to the music groups, and the customer groups they belong to.

Chang et al. (2018) proposed a personalized music recommender system (PMRS) relied on 
CNN technique which differentiate music based on beats of the music into several categories. They 
present a CF procedure to merge the result of CNN with the log files which contains the history 
of all customers to forecast music to the customers. They use MSD to evaluate the model and used 
the confidence score metrics for different music categories to check the performance of the PMRS.

Gunawan and Suhartono (2019) proposed a music recommender system that can give 
recommendations based on similarity of features on audio signal. They uses convolutional recurrent 
neural network (CRNN) for extracting the features and similarity distance to find the similarity 
between the features. The results of this study indicate that customers prefer recommendations that 
consider music genres compared to recommendations based solely on similarity.

PRoPoSeD MoDeL

Data Set and Data Preprocessing
The dataset of million songs given by Kaggle (Ciocca, 2017; Million song dataset metadata file, n.d.) 
is used here (https://www.kaggle.com/insiyeah/musicfeatures). This dataset was given for million 
song challenges for forecasting the history of 12,039 customers by giving training to the other half 
and full listening past of another million users. Dataset is provided by Columbia university laboratory 
for recognition of speech and audio. The information set consist of 2 files; a file of triplet and a file 

Figure 2. SVD

https://www.kaggle.com/insiyeah/musicfeatures
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of metadata. The trio file is group of ids of the customer, ids of the songs and number of listen value 
while the data file consist of information with reference to the songs such as the id of song, artist, 
year and album which acts as characteristics of songs or the quality vector. The dataset doesn’t have 
any information about the users like age or other demography and timestamp of listening event. The 
actual dataset is very large roughly 48 million records which is enormous for CPU processing and 
Memory expensive. Hence, the authors will be using 1 billion data from triad for the recommendation 
process that has over 41,045customers with 9100 music.

After that the authors did preprocessing on the information. First we combined the triplet file 
and metadata on song id. Moreover, the triplet has only listen count but ratings are easier to work 
with as ratings are in fixed range. The ratings were generated in range 1 to 5 depending on the listen 
count. It was achieved by taking the highest value of listen of every customer 5 as the highest rating, 
for which the customer and the ratings of other music are estimated according to that.

Let’s look at all the notations the authors will be using throughout this paper. The authors will 
be focusing on triplets of users, songs and ratings. Ratings are numbers in range 1 – 5. The authors 
will be forming a rating matrix utilizing the triads where rows will speak for the customers while 
columns will speak for the item. That’s why row will consist of ratings provided by customer to all 
possible items in their past and ratings of other items will be not known and for more clarity the 
authors will be filing them with zero values. Therefore, the authors have a totality comprising of a 
set of U of customers and set I of songs. Iu is the set of songs rated by customer u, and Ui is the set of 
customers who has rated ith song. R is the matrix which represents rating, the rating user u provided 
for item I is denoted by ru,i, the vectors of all ratings provided by user u is denoted by ru, and the 
vector of all ratings given for item i is represented by ri, the average of a customer u or an item i’s 
ratings are represented by rū and rī, respectively. The rating matrix will be very sparse. The authors 
try to predict the ratings for users which were not available in R. The recommender’s prediction of 
ru,i (which will be zero) is denoted by pu,i.

Recommendation Model workflow
The authors will be using a hybrid procedure which consists of both the collaborative and content 
procedure even popularity relied prototype. The authors will try to mitigate the drawbacks of 
collaborative filtering model by using content based and popularity-based model.

The workflow of our model is given in figure 3.

Figure 3. Recommendation model
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At the beginning the authors divide the information into training set and test set. The 
authors can also keep separate validation for choosing hyper parameters and checking their 
generalization in test set. After the division, the train information is applied to learning 
procedure such as user relied algorithm or item relied collaborative procedure or SVD that 
learns to do predictions. To evaluate the prototype the authors utilize evaluation metrics where 
test information is given to the learned the procedure that in return creates prediction. With 
assistance of real rating of customer from test set and evaluation metric the authors can check 
how efficient our prototype is.

The cosine similarity formula is represented by equation 8:

u c s w w
w w

w w
c s

c s

c s

, cos( , )( ) = =
×

⋅
−1 α

 (8)

When the authors are creating suggestion or recommendation for the customer u, the rule of u 
remains same while calculating the similarity with all other customers. Therefore, to emphasize the 
affect of another customer the authors utilize this form of cosine similarity. Therefore here the authors 
attempt to minimize the alpha count. Range of alpha is (0,1).

Now let’s look at the proposed algorithm in which the authors will be combining 2 or more 
prototypes by utilizing aggregating procedure. The authors will be aggregating customer relied 
and item relied CF procedure by merging the recommendation of all the prototypes. If the authors 
consider z% recommendation from one prototype then the authors will take 1-z% recommendation 
from other prototype.

Proposed Algorithm

Acquire id of the customer for recommendation if customer in database: 
   if query is given: 
   add query to the history list if no of music of customers> 10: 
      apply user relied CF procedure to acquire z% recommendation  
      and after that item relied CF to acquire another 1-z% recommendation. 
   else: 
   Use item relied CF procedure to acquire 80% of recommendation 
   apply CB procedure to suggest or recommend another 20% recommendation. 
else: 
   assign customer in database if query is given: 
      use content based and popularity-based algorithm to get  
      recommendation else: 
      utilize popularity relied prototype to acquire recommendation

Metric for evaluating Recommendation
Evaluation metric is a tool that tells us how accurate is the recommendation system. The mean absolute 
error is represented by equation 9:

E
p r

N
i

N

i i
=

−
=∑ 1  (9)
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The authors will be utilizing precision and recall along with MAE (Garanayak et al., 2019; 
Garanayak et al., 2020; Herlocker et al., 2004). But the authors have rated the items in range 1 to 5, so 
the authors required get the way to transform the numerical issue into binary issue. This is achieved by 
forming 2 categories - applicable and not applicable by dividing the rating into 2 groups. For ratings 
given equal to 3 and more, the authors will take that it is applicable otherwise it is not applicable.

The authors will be using precision mean average for evaluating the prototype. In this metric, 
at the beginning the authors will acquire top K recommendations from the procedure. After that at 
each and every rank k, it will calculate precision at that k if the music is relevant. Assume y be the 
list of predictions specified by the prototype such that y(j)=i define ith music is at the j rank in the 
list of prediction. The equation 10 will be as follows:

P P
of relevant songs is Y

of songs is Yk k u y
k

k

= =( ),

#

#

    

   
 (10)

For each rank k the authors’ average all values of precision using formula presented in equation 11:

AP u y P
i

k

,( ) =
=
∑

1
1
. (u, y) (11)

At last the authors will average over all the customers in equation 12:

mAP
AP u y

m
u

m

=
( )

=∑ 1
,

 (12)

ReSULTS

The authors used MAE for comparing the different procedures the authors executed for the 
recommender model. Above is the pictorial representation or outcomes the authors acquired for our 
prototype. Singular vector decomposition performed well with mean absolute error of 1.60 whereas 
KNN didn’t perform that well as the authors had very less features of song with mean absolute error 
of 2.212. User relied and Item relied prototype performed the best with mean absolute error of 0.931 
and 0.629. Item relied prototype outperformed user relied as user relied prototype suffered scalability 
issue. Aggregate method for Item based and user based model. The authors have first taken the 
music that subsists in both the customers relied and item relied recommender lists. The overall result 
comparison is shown in Figure 4.

Then utilize z% recommendations from Item relied list, and (1-z) % from User- relied list for the 
rest of the final recommendation list which is shown in Table 5.

The authors chose different values of z and saw which performed best for us. Table 5 shows 
mAP (Mean Average Precision) for different values of z and the graph shown in Figure 5 helps us to 
visualize which value works best for us.

CoNCLUSIoN AND FUTURe woRK

The authors have built a good song recommendation by studying and implementing various different 
algorithms of machine learning. The authors also built our own algorithm by combining two 
collaborative filtering algorithms in order to maximize our precision and lowering the error. We 
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Figure 4. Result analysis

Table 5. Final recommendation result

Z% mAP (Mean Average 
Precision) Z% mAP (Mean Average Precision)

0 0.141200 0.55 0.149930

0.5 0.142130 0.6 0.150010

0.1 0.144789 0.65 0.150110

0.15 0.145102 0.7 0.150200

0.2 0.146238 0.75 0.150250

0.25 0.147146 0.8 0.150280

0.3 0.148552 0.85 0.150250

0.35 0.149210 0.9 0.150210

0.4 0.149410 0.95 0.150100

0.45 0.149640 1 0.150070

0.5 0.149710

Figure 5. mAP result
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implemented Popularity relied prototype, SVD, K nearest Neighbor Algorithm (Relied on Content), 
user relied and item relied CF procedures. As the popularity centric prototype had no personalization 
it performed the worst. K-NN too didn’t perform well as we didn’t have many features of songs and 
there was no variation in recommendation. User relied and item relied model performed best for 
our model. With item relied prototype performing well as in customer relied prototype, we got the 
scalability difficulty where number of customers were more than the number of music. Singular value 
decomposition too did best though the matrix was too sparse to converge the objective function to 
global minimum.

Recommender systems are active field of research and the authors can still further improve our 
system by working more on them trying out several things and checking which things works best 
for you. To merge the item and user relied prototype by utilizing the linear merging and learning the 
each model’s weights, build feature to automatically find features or metadata of songs, to evolve 
procedure for several aspects such as customer’s mindset, time, day, etc., and to utilize deep learning 
for audio files process of each song in order to acquire characteristics of music for suggestion or 
recommendation may be included as the future work.
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